Borderline Atypical Ductal Hyperplasia/Low-grade Ductal Carcinoma In Situ on Breast Needle Core Biopsy Should Be Managed Conservatively
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Abstract: The differential diagnosis of low–nuclear grade intraductal epithelial proliferations of the breast includes atypical ductal hyperplasia (ADH) and ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS). This distinction can be difficult on core needle biopsy (CNB) but can have significant clinical ramifications. We examined the clinical course of patients diagnosed on CNB with borderline ADH/DCIS lesions [marked ADH (MADH)] at our institution. A total of 74 patients were diagnosed with MADH on CNB and underwent an excisional biopsy (EB). The majority of these CNBs reviewed at outside hospitals had been classified as DCIS. Twenty patients (27%) had benign findings or lobular neoplasia in their EB, 18 (24%) had ADH, 33 (45%) had DCIS, and 3 (4%) had DCIS and invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC). Among the 38 patients who were not diagnosed with DCIS or IDC on EB, no patient underwent further surgery or radiation postoperatively. Thirty-seven of these 38 patients had no recurrences, whereas 1 patient developed a “recurrence” that on our review was likely residual localized MADH. The mean follow-up for these patients was 54 months. Of the 36 patients diagnosed with DCIS or IDC on EB, <20% required mastectomy. On review, MADH involving an intermediate-sized duct on CNB and the amount of residual lesion on imaging was significantly associated with DCIS or IDC on EB. Conversely, MADH involving columnar cell lesions and the presence of calcification on CNB were significantly associated with benign pathology on EB. In conclusion, our study provides preliminary data that justify a conservative approach to borderline ADH/DCIS lesions on CNB: that is, diagnose as MADH and treat by conservative excision.
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recommend EB as initial treatment. Our main concerns have been to avoid what might be unnecessary mastectomy or XRT for a low-grade lesion that may not be universally regarded as DCIS and seems likely to be cured by conservative excision. However, we know of no formal outcome studies to support this approach. In this study, we review 74 patients diagnosed with MADH on CNB who underwent EB at our institution, examine their clinical treatment and outcome in comparison to patients with conventional ADH and DCIS on CNB, and review their CNB pathology to identify features on CNB that predict whether or not there will be cancer in the EB.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

MADH Definition

At our institution, lesions diagnosed as MADH on core biopsy generally fall into 1 of 3 categories and generally lack a sufficient quantity of the lesion for an outright diagnosis of DCIS. The first are monotonous and uniform low–nuclear grade intraductal proliferations that completely fill duct spaces over a length approaching but not exceeding 3 mm. The second are similar monotonous low-grade intraductal proliferations that extend over lengths >3 mm but only partially fill the involved ducts. The third are limited (roughly <2 mm) intraductal proliferations including some cells with nuclei similar to those of grade 2 DCIS. Lesions with grade 3 nuclei are excluded from this definition as such lesions are classified as DCIS regardless of their extent. We emphasize that the term MADH is not intended to be a distinctive diagnostic category like conventional ADH or LGDCIS; instead, it is a working diagnosis primarily intended for difficult-to-classify core biopsy specimens that almost always become clarified after a definitive conservative excision of the lesion.

Study Design

We first obtained approval to perform this study from the Johns Hopkins Hospital Institutional Review Board. We searched our computerized hospital database from the period of January 1, 1998 to January 1, 2009 for all breast CNBs with the diagnosis of MADH. The time period was chosen to assure the potential of at least 3 years of follow-up. Not all lesions were removed in a standard manner. As the gauge of needles used at Johns Hopkins changed over this time period, these biopsies were not of uniform gauge. Moreover, the number of passes was not identical, and only some biopsies were performed with vacuum assistance. Finally, many of these cases were consults from outside hospitals, and the specifics of the biopsy procedure were not provided.

The search identified 179 specimens from 177 patients. Patients who had a subsequent CNB showing DCIS or IDC before EB were excluded, as were consult cases in which the patient did not receive follow-up at our medical center. After applying the exclusion criteria, 107 specimens remained. In addition, using similar search criteria we created 2 control cohorts of patients diagnosed on CNB with lesions in the differential diagnosis of MADH. One was a cohort of patients with low–nuclear grade or intermediate–nuclear grade DCIS [LGDCIS (38%) or IGDCIS (62%); nuclear grade 1 or 2], whereas the second was a cohort of patients diagnosed with conventional ADH. We included IGDCIS in the first cohort because we include limited lesions with some grade 2 nuclei on CNB in the MADH group and because of the relative paucity of nuclear grade 1 DCIS cases diagnosed on CNB at our institution.

Clinical follow-up data were obtained from electronic medical records (EMR) (98 patients) or by consented telephone survey when EMR data were insufficient (<36 mo follow-up from initial CNB) (14 patients). Follow-up date was determined by either the most recent clinical EMR note or the date of the telephone survey. A database was created that tracked the following information: patient age at biopsy, sex, race, follow-up pathology and dates, size of lesion on excision, margins on excision, treatment, deaths, and any clinical follow-up and relevant radiologic information.

Pathology Review

Available core biopsy slides were reviewed from patients diagnosed with MADH who underwent follow-up EB. The slide review was conducted by 2 authors blind to the EB outcome (P.A. and C.J.V.). The MADH lesions were evaluated for the following: lesional nuclear grade, size, number of lesional foci, associated pathology (eg, columnar or papillary lesions), lesional involvement of an intermediate-sized duct (defined as a duct space unaccompanied by smaller acini and larger than that of a normal lobular structure), apocrine features, microcalifications, and/or necrosis.

Radiology Review

Available mammograms from patients diagnosed with MADH on CNB were reviewed by a dedicated breast radiologist (N.K.) who was blinded to the EB outcome. The imaging studies were evaluated for the following: indication for core biopsy (calcium, mass, architectural distortion), suspicion for DCIS or IDC (high, intermediate, low), residual lesion after biopsy [none, small (<20%), moderate (20% to 50%), abundant (>50%)], and characteristics of the biopsy (needle gauge, number of cores taken, vacuum assisted or not).

Statistics

Statistical analysis was performed with the Fisher exact probability test. A P-value of <0.05 was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

MADH Cases on Core Biopsy

A total of 107 specimens meeting the study criteria were diagnosed as MADH on CNB during an 11-year period (Fig. 1). Thirty-three patients did not have documented follow-up at our institution, whereas 74 (67%) patients underwent EB. No patient underwent
mastectomy as initial treatment. It is noteworthy that among the 74 patients in this group, 19 were “confirming consults” or cases in which the patient came to our institution to see a surgeon with an established diagnosis by the contributing pathologist. Of these 19 cases, 11 had been classified by the contributing pathologist as DCIS, 3 as ADH, and 2 as MADH. The contributor’s diagnosis was not available in 3 cases.

Of the 74 patients receiving follow-up EB, 20 (27%) had benign pathology or lobular neoplasia in their EB, 18 (24%) had ADH, 33 (45%) had DCIS, and 3 (4%) had DCIS and IDC (Table 1). These EBs are separated below into cases without cancer (20 + 18 = 38 cases) and those with cancer (33 + 3 = 36 cases).

### Cases Without Cancer on Excision

Among the 38 patients who were not diagnosed with DCIS or IDC on EB, no patient underwent further surgery initially or received adjuvant XRT. Only 4 (10.5%) took chemopreventive hormone therapy. Thirty-seven patients had no recurrences. The mean follow-up for these patients was 54 months; 24 (63%) had at least 36 months follow-up. One patient (who did not receive hormone therapy) was diagnosed with a small “recurrence” of LGDCIS 3 years after EB. Review of her postoperative and follow-up mammograms showed the continued presence of stable background category 3 calcifications after the original EB, until larger category 4 calcifications were detected at the original EB site, prompting a reexcision. On our retrospective review of the EB and the reexcision, we interpreted this lesion, which remained confined to lobules and did not involve intermediate-sized ducts, as residual persistent MADH that was incompletely excised on original EB (Fig. 2). However, given a diagnosis of DCIS on reexcision, the patient then opted for bilateral mastectomy, which was completely benign and showed no evidence of ADH or DCIS.

### Cases With Cancer on Excision

Of the 36 patients diagnosed with DCIS or IDC on EB, 10 (28%) underwent observation alone, 4 (11%) took chemopreventive hormone therapy, 7 (19%) received XRT after EB, 5 (14%) received chemopreventive hormone therapy and XRT after EB, 9 (25%) underwent a mastectomy after EB, and 1 patient (3%) had unknown treatment after EB. Seven of the 9 patients who underwent mastectomy after EB had IDC or DCIS near or close to the EB margin, whereas 2 opted for completion mastectomy even though EB margins were negative. Hence, 29 of these 36 patients (80.5%) could have been and 27 of these 36 patients (75%) were managed by breast-conserving therapy.

The mean follow-up for these patients was 70 months; 28 (78%) had at least 36 months of follow-up. Four patients had additional breast pathology on long-term follow-up. One patient was diagnosed with Paget disease 2 years after CNB and received a mastectomy. A second patient was diagnosed with IDC at her CNB site after 1 year and received a mastectomy. A third patient was found to have DCIS at an adjacent site 1 year after CNB and received a mastectomy. The fourth patient developed DCIS in the contralateral breast after 8 years.
of follow-up; she did not receive further treatment secondary to advanced age and tenuous cardiovascular condition. No deaths secondary to breast cancer were reported.

**Control Cohorts of ADH and DCIS on CNB**

For comparison of treatment, we examined patient cohorts who were diagnosed with either conventional ADH or LGDCIS/IGDCIS on CNB (Tables 2, 3).

**FIGURE 2.** “Recurrence” of conservatively managed MADH. A and B, MADH on CNB (H&E). The lesion consists of monotonous cells with low-grade nuclei that did not completely fill the duct. C and D, The resulting EB (H&E) had multiple foci of ADH near margins. E and F, Two years later, a second EB (H&E) was diagnosed as DCIS not involving the margins, leading to a follow-up bilateral mastectomy with no residual disease. H&E indicates hematoxylin and eosin.
Patients with MADH were treated similarly to those with conventional ADH. No patients with MADH or conventional ADH on CNB were initially treated with mastectomy. In contrast, 13% of patients with LGDCIS/IGDCIS on CNB (6 patients) were initially treated with mastectomy, despite the fact that 3 had disease localized to 1 quadrant on preoperative imaging. The localized nature of these lesions was confirmed in the resulting mastectomy specimens, as the DCIS was limited to 1 quadrant in each case.

Comparison of Final Margin Status of DCIS/IDC in EB of Patients With MADH Versus DCIS/IDC on CNB

For patients diagnosed with MADH on CNB who had DCIS on follow-up EB, 11 (31%) patients had DCIS/IDC ≥ 2 mm from an inked margin, 17 (47%) had close margins with DCIS/IDC < 2 mm from an inked margin, and 8 (22%) of these patients had DCIS/IDC at an inked margin (Table 2). Separate specimen cavity margins were submitted with 3 (6%) of these EB specimens. Of control group patients with LGDCIS/IGDCIS on CNB who received a follow-up EB, 11 (50%) had DCIS/IDC ≥ 2 mm from an inked margin, 7 (32%) had close margins with DCIS/IDC < 2 mm from an inked margin, and 4 (18%) had DCIS/IDC present at an inked margin. Thirteen (59%) of these EB specimens were submitted with separate cavity margins.

Pathologic Features of MADH Core Biopsies That Predict DCIS or IDC on Excision

In order to determine whether any morphologic features of MADH on CNB are associated with finding DCIS or IDC on EB, we reviewed available CNB specimens from patients who had follow-up EB (Table 3). Of the 74 cases in our database, 42 CNBs (all of which were Johns Hopkins cases) were available for review (cases sent in consultation to our hospital are routinely returned after 1 month, so these cases were not available). MADH lesions involving an intermediate-sized duct on CNB were significantly associated with finding DCIS or IDC on EB (Fig. 3). Conversely, MADH involving columnar cell lesions and the presence of calcification were statistically more likely to be associated with benign pathology on EB (Fig. 4). Other factors, such as highest nuclear grade (grade 1 vs. grade 2) in the MADH and the presence or absence of an associated papillary lesion (Fig. 5) did not differ significantly between the 2 groups.

Radiologic Features of MADH Core Biopsies That Predict DCIS or IDC on Excision

To determine whether any radiologic findings could be associated with DCIS or IDC on follow-up EB, the radiology and associated records were reviewed by an experienced, dedicated breast radiologist (N.K.). Factors that were investigated included the number of core biopsies, whether vacuum assistance was used, the level of suspicion for cancer, the indication for biopsy (mass and/or calcification), the needle gauge used, and the amount of residual lesion present after biopsy (Fig. 6). The presence of DCIS or IDC on follow-up EB was significantly associated with the amount of residual lesion present after CNB (Fig. 6D). Abundant residual lesion was significantly associated with DCIS/IDC on EB (P < 0.05 vs. all other amounts of residual lesion; Fisher exact test); conversely, the absence of any residual lesion was significantly associated with the absence of DCIS/IDC on EB (P < 0.001 vs. any amount of residual lesion; Fisher exact test). In addition, a high level of suspicion on imaging was significantly associated with the presence of DCIS/IDC on EB when compared with a low level of suspicion; however, the number of patients with a low
level of suspicion on imaging was very small (n = 2). All other variables, including the number of core biopsies taken and the use of vacuum assistance (data not shown) did not statistically differ between the groups.

**DISCUSSION**

The existence of lesions that are difficult to classify as either ADH or DCIS is well recognized.\(^\text{16-18}\) However, our study is, to our knowledge, the first to address the clinical implications of the diagnosis of borderline ADH/LGDCIS lesions identified on breast needle core biopsy. Despite the fact that the majority of pathologists outside our institution who reviewed these cases (11 of 16 cases with available diagnoses, or 69%) regarded them as DCIS, we have favored a conservative approach to these lesions (ie, diagnosis as marked atypical duct hyperplasia, which triggers a conservative excision) for 3 main reasons. First, if the lesion proves to be a small sample of an otherwise well-developed DCIS in the excision specimen, the patient is still most likely well served by breast-conserving therapy, which begins with conservative excision. Second, avoiding a diagnosis of DCIS for a borderline lesion diminishes the chances of overtreatment of a localized lesion that should be curable by conservative excision. Third, even if the core biopsy is interpreted as a limited focus of LGDCIS and there is no cancer in the excision specimen, we believe that the patient is likely adequately treated by conservative excision, given that multiple studies using detailed pathologic examination have shown that patients with small foci of LGDCIS excised with wide margins have an excellent prognosis without the need for XRT.\(^\text{6,7,19,20}\) While our study is relatively small and the follow-up is limited, our study provides data supporting all of these assertions.

First, the majority of patients who proved to have DCIS or IDC on their excision after a core biopsy showing MADH were able to be successfully managed by breast-conserving therapy, with only 25% (9 of 36) undergoing and 19.5% (7 of 36) requiring mastectomy. In limited follow-up, these patients did not have an excess of in-breast recurrences, and none developed metastases. Second, we did find evidence that some of our patients given the diagnosis of LGDCIS/IGDCIS were potentially overtreated. In our control group, 13% of patients with LGDCIS/IGDCIS diagnosed on CNB elected to undergo mastectomy as their initial curative procedure. Of these 6 patients, 3 had disease thought to be confined to 1 quadrant on preoperative imaging and proven to be so on pathologic review of their mastectomy specimen, indicating that conservative excision would likely have been possible and curative. One wonders whether the patients who elected to undergo mastectomy overreacted to their diagnosis and wished to eliminate any chance of “recurrent breast cancer.” Along these lines, there is a growing body of published data indicating that patient preference is a major factor leading to mastectomy\(^\text{21,22}\) and that the incidence of mastectomy may be increasing. Moreover, of the 6 patients who had a negative excision biopsy after a diagnosis of LGDCIS on core biopsy, 2 (33%) underwent additional XRT. Given published data suggesting the absence of necessity for XRT for widely excised LGDCIS, one can argue that these 2 patients were overtreated. The potential for overtreatment was also highlighted by our solitary case of MADH, which

**TABLE 4.** Margin Status of EB Specimens (Accounting for Separately Submitted Cavity Margins) With DCIS and/or IDC From Patients With MADH Vs. LGDCIS/IGDCIS on CNB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Margin Status</th>
<th>MADH, n (%)</th>
<th>LGDCIS/IGDCIS, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive, IDC/DCIS at inkerd margin</td>
<td>8/36 (22)</td>
<td>4/22 (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Close margins, IDC/DCIS ≤ 2 mm from margin</td>
<td>17/36 (47)</td>
<td>7/22 (32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear margins, IDC/DCIS &gt; 2 mm from margin</td>
<td>11/36 (31)</td>
<td>11/22 (50)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 5.** Correlation of Morphologic Characteristics of MADH Found on CNB With EB Specimen Pathology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CNB Feature</th>
<th>DCIS ± IDC, n (%)</th>
<th>ADH, LN, or Benign, n (%)</th>
<th>% Upgrade (DCIS/IDC on EB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. cases</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 2 nuclei present</td>
<td>4 (21)</td>
<td>8 (35)</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean largest focus (mm)</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean number of foci</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columnar lesion</td>
<td>6 (32)*</td>
<td>16 (70)*</td>
<td>27*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papillary lesion</td>
<td>4 (21)</td>
<td>4 (17)</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Involves intermediate-sized duct</td>
<td>13 (68)*</td>
<td>6 (26)*</td>
<td>72*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microscopic calcification</td>
<td>11 (58)*</td>
<td>21 (91)*</td>
<td>34*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Necrosis</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (4)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apocrine change</td>
<td>4 (21)</td>
<td>1 (4)</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcification on imaging</td>
<td>13 (68)</td>
<td>19 (83)</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass lesion</td>
<td>6 (32)</td>
<td>5 (22)</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{42}\) Specimens were available for review

The percentage upgrade indicates how frequently a lesion with the given feature on CNB is upgraded to DCIS or IDC on the EB.

\(^*\)P < 0.05 by the Fisher exact test.

LN indicates lobular neoplasia.
“recurred” as LGDCIS 3 years later. On radiologic and pathologic review, this “recurrence” was at the same site of the prior excision in which MADH extended to the specimen margin. Parenthetically, we usually recommend reexcision for MADH that extends to surgical margins because of the difficulty in excluding DCIS, but in this particular case immediate reexcision was not performed. We suspect that this “recurrent” lesion represented residual MADH left behind from the original surgery, although clearly this was a borderline lesion that some pathologists would regard as DCIS. Even if the “recurrence” were regarded as LGDCIS, as the patient had not received XRT after the initial EB, she would still have been eligible for breast-conserving therapy with adjuvant XRT. The localized, curable nature of the process was emphasized by the absence of any lesion in the subsequent bilateral mastectomy, which again seems to have been unnecessary.

Our study showed that almost half of patients with MADH on needle core biopsy had neither DCIS nor IDC in their EB. Aside from the single case mentioned above, all 37 of these patients on whom we have follow-up information had no evidence of recurrence without further adjuvant XRT (mean follow-up of 4.5 y; range, 2 to 159 mo). These data would seem to support the idea that borderline ADH/DCIS lesions, if essentially confined to a core biopsy and absent from the subsequent surgical excision specimen, can safely be managed by conservative excision without adjuvant XRT. We caution, however, that our data are at this point incomplete. It is known that patients with LGDCIS may recur decades after their initial diagnosis. Hence, it will be important to further closely follow these patients over time to be sure that there is not a tendency toward late recurrences at the site of excision. However, on the basis of the available follow-up data, the outcome appears to be excellent. As others have pointed out and as mentioned above, even if the disease were to recur in the patients, the fact they did not receive XRT at the time of their first excision would make them still eligible to undergo excision and XRT (ie, standard breast-conserving therapy) for the recurrence. Such an option would not be typically available to patients

FIGURE 3. A and B, MADH involving a papillary lesion on CNB (H&E) and (C and D) a separate case of MADH involving an intermediate-sized duct on CNB (H&E). Both are low-grade lesions that are <3 mm in size. Patients with MADH involving an intermediate-sized duct were statistically more likely to have DCIS on follow-up EB ($P < 0.01$). H&E indicates hematoxylin and eosin.
who have recurred after receiving XRT after their first excision.

One important potential drawback to our approach comes from closer examination of the final margin status of patients who had an excision after a core biopsy diagnosis of MADH compared with those who underwent excision after core biopsy showing LGDCIS/IGDCIS. A slightly higher percentage of patients with MADH on core biopsy (22%) had positive final EB margins compared with patients with LGDCIS/IGDCIS on core biopsy (18%) (P = not significant). Moreover, the number of close margins was greater in the MADH (47%) group compared with that in the LGDCIS/IGDCIS group (32%), although this again did not reach statistical significance. At first, these data seem counterintuitive, as one would expect a more fully developed lesion on a CNB (LGDCIS/IGDCIS) to be more extensive in the EB and thus more likely associated with positive margins than EB of ADH on CNB. One possible explanation for these results is that a surgeon may tend to be more aggressive when excising a lesion diagnosed as DCIS on core biopsy relative to their excision for a lesion diagnosed as MADH. One can argue that a diagnosis of MADH may make a surgeon excise less widely, resulting in a greater likelihood of a close and inadequate margin if the lesion proves to be DCIS. In fact, at our institution, our surgeons routinely take extra cavity margins, which effectively diminishes the chance of false-positive margins in the setting of a core biopsy showing cancer. However, they have rarely taken extra cavity margins for a lesion diagnosed as ADH. This proved to be the case in our study, as 59% of excisions for DCIS included extra margins, whereas only 6% of excisions for MADH did. Although further data are needed to support this explanation, we now generally suggest to our surgeons that a diagnosis of MADH on CNB (particularly if the lesion involves intermediate-sized ducts or if abundant lesion remains on imaging) be regarded as one that may well represent an incomplete sample of DCIS and encourage a complete but conservative excision along the lines as would be performed for diagnosis of LGDCIS.

Finally, we were also able to identify radiologic and pathologic features on the core biopsy specimens, which
help predict whether or not the MADH found on CNB would or would not prove to be part of a cancer (DCIS or IDC) on the excision specimen. On radiologic grounds, a greater amount of residual lesion predicted that the EB would show cancer, which is logical as limited size of the lesion on CNB was the major factor precluding a diagnosis of DCIS and leading to the diagnosis of MADH. The needle gauge, number of core biopsies taken, and usage of vacuum assistance are individual factors that could potentially affect the amount of residual lesion present and therefore the rate of DCIS/IDC found on EB. However, no significant association could be found between these individual factors and the upgrade rate (Fig. 6). On pathologic grounds, MADH involving an intermediate-sized duct favored the lesion to represent DCIS or IDC, whereas MADH involving a columnar lesion or calcification favored the lesion to represent either ADH or benign findings on the EB. These findings make sense when one considers some of the basic distinguishing features (besides size) between ADH and LGDCIS. ADH tends to be a lobulocentric process, whereas DCIS extends out of the lobules to involve intermediate-sized ducts. Hence, the fact that an atypical intraductal lesion on core biopsy involves an intermediate-sized duct logically suggests that it represents a limited sample of an LGDCIS. In contrast, columnar cell lesions, which are almost always biopsied because of their associated calcification, represent dilated lobules that expand and are replaced by cells that have a cytology (and genetic features) identical to that of LGDCIS.24 Although LGDCIS and well-differentiated invasive carcinoma often arise from columnar cell lesions, determining that the MADH involves a columnar cell lesion on core biopsy provides evidence that at least some of the lesion is in a lobule. As these lesions are typically densely calcified, the radiologist can usually easily target the lesion, increasing the likelihood that much of the lesion will be present in the core biopsy specimen and hence is less likely to be present in the excision specimen. Hence, the identification of MADH in a calcified columnar cell lesion logically predicts that the excision is less likely to harbor cancer. This finding has significant implications, given that the dilated acini of a

**FIGURE 5.** A–D, MADH involving a sclerosed papilloma on CNB (H&E). Multiple cores are involved by a low-grade lesion, but each focus is <3 mm. This follow-up EB demonstrated benign findings even though multiple fragments were involved on the CNB. H&E indicates hematoxylin and eosin.
columnar cell lesion may have a diameter that approaches that of intermediate-sized ducts, although columnar cell lesions are usually readily distinguished from intermediate-sized ducts by the dense calcification and clustering of dilated acini in the former. On the basis of these data, we tend to be even more conservative when we encounter MADH involving a columnar cell lesion on core biopsy, recognizing that the MADH is at least in the core biopsy material confined to a lobule and thus at this point better classified as MADH rather than LGDCIS.

In summary, our study provides to our knowledge the first data regarding the clinical management of borderline ADH/DCIS lesions on needle core biopsy. Although we recognize that the data are necessarily incomplete because of the long clinical follow-up needed to fully understand the clinical behavior of these lesions, our study does provide preliminary data that justify a conservative approach: that is, diagnose as MADH and treat by conservative excision.
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